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Abstract

Implementation of a new compiler usually requires making frequent adjustments to grammar de nitions. An incremental technique for updating the parser tables after a minor change
to the grammar could potentially save much computational e ort. More importantly, debugging a grammar is made easier if the grammar is re-checked for correctness after each small
change to the grammar. The basic design philosophy of an incremental parser generator, and
incremental algorithms for LR(0), SLR(1) and LALR(1) parser generation are discussed in
this paper. Some of these algorithms have been incorporated into an implementation of an
incremental LALR(1) parser generator.
Index Terms { Compilers, Compiler Tools, Program Development Environments, LR Parsing, LALR(1), SLR(1), Incremental Algorithms, Grammar Debugging.

1 Introduction
A compiler represents a major software development e ort. Simple, non-optimizing compilers
for relatively small languages like Pascal may consist of several thousand lines of source code.
Production compilers for large languages like Ada or that perform sophisticated optimization may
consist of hundreds of thousands of lines of code. A conventional compiler is normally organized
into phases. A simple compiler would have phases for lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, semantic
analysis and code generation. Many tools exist to help the compiler writer develop the lexical
and semantic analysis phases. There are tools based on attribute grammar formalisms which can
be used to construct semantic analysis and code generation phases. Automatic techniques for
developing a code generator phase from a description of the target architecture for the compiler
are a subject of current research.
A collection of these tools would form a rudimentary Compiler Writer's Workbench. The
word rudimentary is used because the compiler modules they create do not always t together
easily, because there is no unifying idea, and because their human interfaces may leave much to be
desired. These concerns are being addressed in the MkStar project, whose goal is to develop a set
of interactive compiler development tools for the standard compiler phases listed above. To date,
only one tool in the MkStar project has been completed { this is an interactive lexical analyzer
generator [14]. The second tool in the series will be called MkParse and will be an interactive
syntactic analyzer generator. The remainder of this paper is concerned with the design and
implementation of the LALR(1) parse table generation algorithms used in MkParse.
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There are two main approaches to parsing { top-down parsing and bottom-up parsing. Topdown parsing is usually implemented by a method known as recursive descent, which uses a
collection of mutually recursive procedures. This method has been successfully used in many
compilers (for example, in the original compiler for Pascal). But recursive descent is criticized
for various reasons. Here are four. First, the class of grammars it can be used with is smaller
than for bottom-up methods that accept LALR(1) and LR(1) grammars. Second, recursion is
not always implemented eciently and therefore parsing speed may be adversely a ected. Third,
good recovery from syntactic errors is not easy in a recursive descent compiler. Fourth, semantic
analysis and code generation actions are often included inside the recursive descent procedures,
and that tends to spoil the modularity of the compiler. A discussion of the pros and cons of the
two approaches appears in [8, section 6.11]. Since we were forced to choose one approach or the
other, we picked the bottom-up approach { mostly because it is capable of being used with a
larger class of grammars.
When using any existing tool for creating a syntactic analyzer, the user must rst create
a grammar for the language to be compiled. The grammar is processed by the tool, which
we will call a parser generator, and it outputs a parser suitable for inclusion in the compiler (or,
equivalently, it outputs tables that drive a standard parsing procedure). The form of the grammar
is constrained by the class of grammars that the parser generator can accept and by the need to
associate semantic actions with the production rules. Parser generators exist for various classes
of grammars, including: operator precedence, LL(1), SLR(1), LALR(1), and LR(1).
The compiler writer can rarely use the grammar provided as part of the formal language
description. Published grammars are usually designed for people to read and not for the implementer to use. The implementer is therefore likely to nd that the grammar does not belong to
the class of grammars accepted by the parser generator. Transformations on the grammar need
to be performed, while being careful not to change the language that it accepts. Even after the
grammar has been changed to satisfy the requirements of the parser generator, further changes are
likely to be required when the implementer attempts to attach semantic actions to the production
rules. The term grammar debugging is often applied to the activity of transforming a grammar in
this way.
Inexperienced compiler implementers tend to nd grammar debugging a frustrating experience.
Each time the implementer wishes to make a change, he/she must edit the le containing the
grammar rules, save the le, and execute the parser generator. If, as is frequently the case,
the parser generator reports a problem with the grammar, the implementer is likely to receive
a cryptic message describing the problem. The widely available yacc parser generator [15], for
example, simply tells the user that there were con icts in the parse tables. If more information
is required, the compiler implementer must read through a listing of the LR(0) states that have
been generated. Other parser generators are usually more helpful in that they provide an example
string which would cause the parser to enter the state in which the con ict occurs. Even if
the message makes the problem with the grammar clear, it is not a trivial task to formulate a
correction. The less sophisticated compiler implementers often resort to a trial and error process
where they patch the grammar { implying that they must edit the grammar le and repeat the
parser generation process again. Many cycles of the debugging process may be required before
the grammar is acceptable. The whole approach is reminiscent of the edit/compile/debug cycle
used in conventional program development. However, a programmer usually has the bene t of a
sophisticated interactive debugger for nding logic errors in his or her program. Corresponding
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debugging tools are not available to assist in the development of a grammar.
If the parser generator were to be made available as an interactive program, the frustration
of developing a grammar can be greatly reduced. As well as bene tting from instant feedback
to erroneous input, the interactive system is capable of providing much more information to the
user. Experienced compiler implementors may wish to see the LR(0) sets of items and these could
be displayed. Less experienced users may wish to have the ability to enter a sample sentence and
see a trace of the parsing actions. Other facilities, such as the ability to select parts of a large
grammar for browsing (e.g., by asking to see all uses of a particular non-terminal symbol), could
be provided to make the editing process simpler. Another reason to consider an interactive parser
generator is that traditional grammar debugging is wasteful of computational e ort. If only a
small change has been made to a grammar, the parser generator must still process the entire
grammar and repeat almost all the work that it performed in the previous stage of the debugging
cycle. To reduce the wastage of computational e ort and to reduce user frustration, we propose
a new compiler development tool. This tool is the incremental parser generator (IPG). The tool
would be an interactive program which allows the user to develop a grammar. After each change,
the grammar is re-checked for acceptability. Instant user feedback to report problems with the
grammar should eliminate much frustration and help the user see which production rules cause
the diculties. If the incremental parser generator retains the tables that it creates as part of
the grammar analysis and can update, rather than re-build, these tables after a change to the
grammar, it should also be possible to eliminate much wasted computational e ort.
The idea of building a parser generator that accepts incremental changes to a grammar is not
entirely new. However, the few publications in this area have not been widely distributed. The
very rst work appears to be a PhD dissertation on incremental generation of LL(1) parsers[21]
dated 1974. A book the following year[13] was also concerned with top-down parsing. The rst
publication on incremental generation of LR parsers is Fischer's PhD dissertation at the University
of Dortmund[9]. He implemented a PL/I program that starts by reading a grammar and its LR(1)
parsing tables. It then reads a list of changes to the grammar (new productions to be added or
productions to be deleted) and incrementally updates the tables. Fischer's implementation is a
strong competitor for the work reported in this paper. Consequently, some additional comments
appear in the conclusions. Six years after Fischer's work, a diploma thesis from the University
of Saarbrucken[7] appeared. The thesis describes algorithms that could be used for updating
LALR(1) parse tables, but it does not mention an implementation. Whether the algorithms
could form the basis of a practical implementation is unclear.
Recently, a group at the Mathematics Centre in Amsterdam[11, 12] have attacked the same
problem using the principle of lazy evaluation as the basis for the work. Entries in an LR(0)
parse table are created at run-time only as they are needed. However, the Amsterdam system
is not limited to the LR(0) class of grammars { it accepts any context free grammar. If the
parser that uses these tables encounters a LR(0) con ict, it creates separate tasks that explore
each of the con icting possibilities in parallel. This approach is ideal for exploring new language
designs. It does not directly help the compiler developer, however, because a complete parse table
is not necessarily ever created and because the system does not report LR parser con icts. The
Amsterdam system is not capable of determining whether the grammar belongs to any particular
subclass of the context free grammars. Since a compiler developer almost certainly requires a
grammar that falls within one of the grammar classes accepted by a standard parser generator,
the Amsterdam system would not be suitable for grammar debugging.
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2 Designing an Incremental Parser Generator
There are two main design issues which must be decided before we can discuss the algorithms
needed to implement an IPG. First, what quantum of change to the grammar should be input by
the tool before the grammar is re-checked? At one extreme, we can recheck after the user adds
or deletes single characters to or from the grammar speci cations. At the other extreme, we can
wait until the user has typed all the desired changes before re-checking. Second, what grammar
class should the tool accept? By choosing a small class, such as the class of regular grammars,
we would make the implementation of the tool easy but the tool would not be useful to compiler
writers. By choosing a large class, such as LR(1), we might make the update algorithms too
complicated to implement easily. Complicated update algorithms may also be too slow to be able
to provide the user with suciently fast responses.
We decided that the unit of change should be a single production rule. After each addition
of a new rule and after each deletion of a rule, the grammar is re-checked for acceptability. A
change to a rule is considered as a deletion of the original rule followed by an insertion of the
corrected rule. If the unit of change were to be made any smaller, we would be faced with the
problem of handling incomplete production rules. Larger units of change would simply delay
reporting possible problems to the user. But, if we permit the user to add or delete rules in any
order, we must be prepared to (temporarily) accept incomplete grammars. One symptom of an
incomplete grammar is that some production rules and non-terminal symbols may be inaccessible.
For example, if we have entered only the following two rules
S

!

begin statement list end

assignment

!

variable := expression

then the second rule cannot be used in any derivation that starts from (what is apparently) the
goal symbol S. A second symptom may be that some non-terminals cannot generate sentential
forms that consist only of terminal symbols. Such non-terminals are called useless. For example,
we might add just the rule
statement list

!

statement list ; statement

to the grammar, above. Then, even if we temporarily consider statement to be a terminal symbol,
the grammar is incapable of deriving sentential forms that are free from the non-terminal symbol
statement list. If we wish to allow rules to be entered in any order and to check the grammar after
each addition, it is clear that a relaxed form of checking must be employed. Ignoring the rules for
inaccessible or useless non-terminals would be an unsatisfactory approach. The user could choose
to enter rules in such an order that almost the entire grammar may remain inaccessible or useless
until the last rule is de ned. (As a convenience to the user, the IPG should, of course, include an
interactive command to ask which symbols are currently inaccessible or useless.)
Current generators for bottom-up parsers usually accept one of the LR grammar classes. We
chose to implement the LALR(1) class of grammars because of its power { it contains the LL(1),
LR(0) and SLR(1) classes. While it is a smaller class than the LR(1) class, the generated parser
usually has far fewer states and therefore requires much less memory for its implementation. It
also appears to be the case that LR(1) parsing tables require much more work to update after a
small change to the grammar. Conversely, parsers for the LR(0) and SLR(1) classes of grammars
require less computational e ort to create than does LALR(1). A parser generator for either of
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these smaller grammar classes may be more suitable in situations where the computational cost
is important.

3 Handling Incomplete Grammars
It should be possible to analyze grammars which have not been completely speci ed. Indeed, the
start symbol of the grammar may be one aspect of the grammar that remains unde ned until late
in the speci cation process. It is therefore appropriate to add a goal symbol of our own, S^, and
to invent extra rules of the form
S^! $N N $N
for each non-terminal symbol N in the partial grammar. The $N symbol is a delimiter symbol of
type N . It is an invented symbol that represents both a beginning of input and an end of input
delimiter. Its purpose is to provide a unique context within which N can appear if it were to be
used as a goal symbol. If unique delimiter symbols are not provided, our support for multiple
goal symbols can cause LR con icts in the parser construction process.
But addition of these extra rules requires us to know which symbols are non-terminals. A
reasonable strategy would be to assume that every symbol encountered in the grammar so far
is a terminal symbol, unless the symbol appears on the left-hand side of a rule. The alternative
approach would be to require that the user must declare all symbols as terminal or non-terminal
before they can be used. But, just as declarations of variables are usually not mandatory in
interactive programming languages, we prefer terminal/non-terminal de nitions to be optional.
The addition of the extra rules also eliminates the problem of unreachable non-terminal symbols or rules. Everything in the grammar would be reachable from the goal symbol S^. Of course,
after the user has speci ed the actual start symbol and claims to have completed the grammar,
we should perform checks for unreachable or useless rules and symbols. Standard algorithms exist
for performing these checks [4].
While a grammar is under development, it is natural for some parts of the grammar to be
incomplete. Therefore, we should not complain about useless productions until the user claims
to have completed the grammar. For example, the user may have entered the rule
L

!L

, x

and no others with L as a left-hand side. It is clear that L is a non-terminal symbol, but it is also
useless. We can circumvent this diculty by assuming that while the grammar is in an incomplete
state, it is a grammar for sentential forms { not a grammar for sentences in the language. For
example, with the rule for L, above, the language includes the sentential forms
$L L $L
$L L , x $L $L L , x , x $L
: : : etc.
where $L is the automatically generated context delimiter symbol. If the user makes an explicit
request to check the grammar for completeness or requests that the LALR(1) parse tables be
output, an algorithm to check the grammar can be applied. A suitable algorithm is given in [4].
When rules are missing from a grammar, it is impossible to know for certain which symbols
are nullable (can produce the empty sentence in some derivation sequence). A symbol X may
appear to be non-nullable, but the addition of the rule
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X

! 

(or of a rule where all symbols on the right-hand side are themselves nullable) would immediately
change the status of X . It seems best to assume that symbols are non-nullable until a derivation to
the empty string becomes possible using rules in the grammar. This would also avoid generation
of premature error messages about ambiguities in the grammar.

4 Incremental LR Parser Construction Algorithms
When the grammar class is restricted to one of the LR(0), SLR(1) or LALR(1) classes, the
computation of parsing actions for a particular grammar can be separated into two stages. The
rst stage is the construction of the LR(0) sets of items for the grammar. The second stage
computes the lookahead sets that are associated with the LR(0) items. Computing these lookahead
sets is trivial for a LR(0) parser generator and is the most expensive for LALR(1).

4.1 Terminology

A context-free grammar G is de ned as a four-tuple G = < VT ; VN ; S; P >, where VT is the set of
terminal symbols, VN is the set of non-terminal symbols, S is a designated start symbol, and P is
the set of production rules. As explained above, the grammar that our algorithms process is not
the same grammar as is entered by the user. It has been augmented by additional productions
and additional symbols. We will use the name G to refer to this augmented grammar.
We will use standard conventions when discussing grammar formalisms. The symbol  represents an empty string of grammar symbols. If R is a relation, then R represents the re exive,
transitive closure of R. Other conventions are as follows.
V = VN [ VT
^ A; B; C; : : : 2 VN
S; S;
X 2 V
a; b; c; : : : 2 VT
; ; ;::: 2 V 
The relation ) is pronounced \directly produces" and is de ned so that
A )
for all ; 2 V  and A! 2 P . The relation ) is pronounced as \produces" and represents
the transitive closure of ).

4.2 Augmenting the Grammar

When the user adds the new production rule
L ! R1 R2 : : : Rn (n  0)
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G = < VT ; VN ; S; P >, a new grammar G0 = < VT0 ; VN0 ; P 0 ; S 0 > is created. The new grammar
is related to the old grammar according to the following rules:
VN0 = VN [ fLg
VT0 = VT [ f $L ; R1 ; R2 ; : : : Rn g , VN0
P 0 = P [ f L!R1 : : : Rn ; S^ ! $L L $L g
S0 = S
where S^ is the ctitious supergoal symbol described earlier. Note: when Ri is a new occurrence
of a symbol (and is not identical to the symbol L), it is considered to be a terminal. Of course,
if Ri subsequently occurs on the left hand side of some rule, its class is changed from terminal to
non-terminal by the rules given above.
^  >, then the augmented
If we begin with an initially empty grammar, G0 = < ; ; S;
grammar after a sequence of rule additions is completely determined.

4.3 Incremental Update of the LR(0) Sets of Items

Construction of the LR(0) sets of items is covered in texts on compiler construction [2, 3, 8, 20].
A reader who is unfamiliar with the methods and concepts of LR(0) parser construction will
nd the formal de nitions and notation dicult to read. We therefore begin with an informal
introduction.

4.3.1 Informal Introduction to LR(0) Concepts

The LR(0) construction method is based on the concept of an item. An item is simply a production
rule with a marker (frequently called a dot) inserted anywhere in the right-hand side of the rule.
The marker indicates how many symbols of the right-hand side have been recognized at some
point in a parse. That is, all symbols to the left of the marker have been recognized and symbols
to its right have not yet been used. An LR parser is implemented as a nite state automaton,
where each of its states corresponds to some set of items. Each such set of items represents parsing
possibilities { showing which rules are eligible to be matched if appropriate symbols are read by
the parser. The sets of items which give rise to the LR recognizer are constructed by a process of
closure.
There are some initial items, formed by inserting the marker at the beginnings of the righthand sides of all goal rules in the grammar. There are two closure operations which we will call
Item Closure and State Closure. Given a set of items, the Item Closure operation adds extra items
to the set; these extra items are usually called completion items. If any item in the set has the
marker immediately to the left of a non-terminal symbol N , then this item generates completion
items. These completion items are formed by taking each rule which has N on its left-hand side
and placing the marker at the beginning of the right-hand side. These completion items may,
themselves, require the addition of more completion items { which is why a closure process is
required.
The Kernel operation is applied to a grammar symbol and a set of items that has been
completed (using Item Closure), to yield a new set of items. This new set of items plus completion
items added by the Item Closure operation, corresponds to the next state in the LR recognizer as
reached by a transition on the grammar symbol. The items for a new state before Item Closure
is applied, are called the kernel items of the new states. (Some texts call these the core items.)
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The LR(0) collection of sets of items is formed by a process of applying Item Closure to the
initial items, and applying State Closure to this set to yield the remaining sets of items. State
Closure can be implemented using an iterative algorithm based on a work list. The algorithm is
sketched out below. In this algorithm, Start is the set of items for the start state of the recognizer;
W is the work list. On termination, K is a set that contains all the recognizer's states.
State Closure:
Start := f \the initial items" g;
W := f Start g;
K := f g;
while W is not empty do
remove state S from W;
S := ItemClosure(S);
K := K [ f S g;
for each grammar symbol X do
compute the kernel items, S0 = Kernel(S,X);
if S0 is a new state then
W := W [ f S0 g;
Since states are uniquely determined by their sets of kernel items, the test to see if G is a new
state does not require that the Item Closure function be applied to G rst.
The operation of Item Closure can also be implemented by an iterative algorithm based on a
work list. In this case, the work list holds individual items. The algorithm has a similar structure
to the one given above and therefore we omit giving its details.

4.3.2 Formal Introduction to LR(0) Concepts

Our de nitions and notation for LR recognizers are derived from the notation used by DeRemer
and Pennello [6]. There are two major di erences. First, DeRemer and Penello introduced a
mapping function F which performs a one-to-one mapping from states in the LR automaton to
sets of items (and they used the inverse function F ,1 for the opposite mapping). We have dropped
this distinction between states and sets of items. A second di erence is that the Reduce function
has been replaced by a function LA which explicitly associates lookahead sets with LR(0) items.
The LR automaton for G is a sixtuple,
LRA(G) = < K; V; P; Start; NextState; LA >
where K is a set of sets of LR(0) items (or, equivalently, a set of states), V = VN [ VT , P is
as in G, Start is the start state for the automaton, NextState is a transition function between
states, and LA is a function which associates lookahead sets with the LR(0) items computed for
each state. The LA function will not be de ned further until the following section.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between states of the LR automaton and sets of LR(0)
items, where an LR(0) item is de ned as follows. Each LR(0) item is a triple < A; ; >, where
A! 2 P , and is conventionally written as [A !  ].
The sets of items for the Start state and for successor states (reached via the NextState
function) are created as follows.
Start = ItemClosure( f [ S^ !  $X X $X ] j X 2 VN g )
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8q; X (q 2 K; X 2 V ) :

NextState(q; X ) = ItemClosure(Kernel(q; X ))
where ItemClosure(IS ) is the smallest set CS such that IS  CS and if there is an item of the
form [B !  A ] in CS then
f [ A !  ! ] j A ! ! 2 P g  CS
and where
Kernel(IS; X ) = f [A ! X  ] j [A !  X ] 2 IS g
The function ItemClosure(IS ) yields the result of adding completion items to a kernel set of
items, IS . The function Kernel(IS; X ) yields the kernel items for a state reached by a transition
on symbol X from the state IS . The ItemClosure operation can be implemented by an iterative
algorithm using a work list of items, as mentioned previously.
Another way of considering the problem of constructing the LR(0) recognizer is as another
kind of closure { a closure over the set of states. We can say:
K = StateClosure( f Start g )
where StateClosure(SS ) is the smallest set of states CS such that SS  CS and
8 ST; X (ST 2 CS; X 2 V ) : NextState(ST; X ) 2 CS
The StateClosure operation is conveniently implemented by an iterative algorithm using a work
list of states, as outlined previously.
As a minor detail, we should point out that the StateClosure operation will create an empty
set of items as one of the LR recognizer's states. This state would be an error state which is
entered when the LR parser is applied to an invalid sequence of terminal symbols. In practice, an
explicit error state is usually omitted from LR recognizers.

4.3.3 Incremental Update of the LR(0) Sets of Items
After the user has added the new production L ! R1 R2 : : : Rn to the grammar, we need to

construct the corresponding LR automaton LRA(G0 ). It will usually be the case that the sets
of items for states in the new automaton correspond closely to sets of items for states in the old
automaton. Some sets of items will be unchanged, while other sets will have increased in size due
to the addition of new members. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to determine what items
(if any) need to be added to an item set by inspection of the current members of the set and,
perhaps, of the grammar rules too. Here is an example to illustrate the diculty. Suppose that
the user has entered the following (incomplete) grammar.
S ! C j D j fDf
C ! aAb
D ! aec
B ! ec
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State 1

[C ! a  Ab]
[D ! a  ec]
[D ! a  ec]
State 2

XXXXe

XXX
z
1



 e

[D ! ae  c]
State 3

c

-

[D ! aec  ]
State 4

Figure 1: LR(0) States Before Rule Addition
State 1

[C ! a  Ab]
[D ! a  ec]
[A !  B ]
[B !  ec]

e

-

[D ! a  ec]
State 2

e

-

State 30
[D ! ae  c]
[B ! e  c]

[D ! ae  c]
State 3

c

-

c

-

State 40
[D ! aec  ]
[B ! ec  ]

[D ! aec  ]
State 4

Figure 2: LR(0) States After Rule Addition
Construction of the LR recognizer will generate three sets of items (amongst about 20 other sets)
that are related as shown in Figure 1. But after we add the extra rule A ! B , the corresponding
states in the new LR automaton have sets of items as shown in Figure 2.
States 3 and 4 in the rst LR recognizer have split to become pairs of states in the second
recognizer. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be a simple test for determining when such
state splitting is required { or, indeed, for determining what extra elements must be added to a
set of items.
We therefore adopt a heuristic approach to the problem. We assume that almost all states
in the original LR recognizer, LRA(G), also exist in the new recognizer, LRA(G0 ), and with the
same kernel items. It is easy to add extra completion items to states in LRA(G) to convert them
into (plausible) states for LRA(G0). This conversion is accomplished by the map function, de ned
below. As before, the new rule added to the grammar is L ! R1 : : : Rn . We map the set of items
for the Start state as follows:
(
if L 2 VN
map(Start) = Start
Start [ f [ L !  $ L$ ] g otherwise
L

L

and map the item sets for all other states as follows:
8
>
IS [ ItemClosure( f [ L !  R1 : : : Rn ] g )
>
<
if 9 I (I 2 IS ) : I has the form [ Y !  L ]
map(IS ) = >
>
: IS
otherwise
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If we modify the sets of items in this way, we may be creating some states that should not be
present in LRA(G0 ) and we will certainly not have created all the states that do occur in LRA(G0 ).
However, if the assumption that most states in LRA(G) occur with the same kernel items in
LRA(G0 ) is reasonably accurate in practice, we have a good heuristic basis for an incremental
algorithm. Experimental data, given below in the Practical Experience section, does indicate that
the assumption is valid.
To implement the heuristic, all we need do is map the item sets, as explained above, then use
the StateClosure function to add any missing states, and nally remove any super uous states.
The principle of this approach can be captured in the following equation which creates the new
set of LR states K 0 from the previous set K .
K 0 = Reachable( StateClosure( f map(ST ) j ST 2 K g ) )
where Reachable acts like a garbage collection algorithm, yielding only those states that are
reachable from the start state. It may be de ned as:
Reachable(SS ) = the smallest set of states RS such that:
RS  SS; and
Start 2 RS; and
8 ST; X (ST 2 RS; X 2 V ) : NextState(ST; X ) 2 RS
The correctness of the procedure is easy to see. As long as the set of items for the start state
is updated correctly, the StateClosure function is guaranteed to construct all the necessary states
{ and this is true whatever the map function does to other states.
The process of creating the LRA(G0 ) states can be implemented a little more eciently than
is suggested by the above procedure. It is possible that too many states are contained in the set
passed as an argument to the StateClosure function. During the closure operation, the unnecessary states may give rise to yet more unreachable states { thus creating additional work for the
Reachable function. A more ecient approach is to combine the reachability analysis with the
state closure operation, only tracing transitions out of states that we have already determined to
be reachable from the start state.
Another way of improving eciency, and the method actually used in our implementation, is
to leave unreachable states in the recognizer. As long as the unreachable states do not cause LR
parsing con icts or do not become too numerous, they should not interfere with our algorithms.
Our implementation in ilalr therefore defers performing a proper reachability analysis on the
states until a LR parsing con ict is encountered or until the user requests that the parser be
output to a le.

4.4 Incremental Update of Lookahead Sets

The LR automaton can be used to recognize the language generated by G. While recognizing a
particular string in the language, it performs shift or reduce actions as determined by the current
state of the automaton and by the current input symbol. A shift action is a state transition
which has the side-e ect of causing a new input symbol to be read. Therefore the shift actions
correspond to the NextState function which has already been de ned. A reduce action corresponds
to the successful recognition of the right-hand side of some production rule A! . The action
causes the recognizer to be halted and then restarted in a di erent state. This new state is the
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state that would have been reached if a transition on symbol A had been followed instead of the
transitions followed for the symbols in . More detailed descriptions of the operation of an LR
parser may be found in texts on compiler construction [3, 8, 20].
The reduce actions that may be performed in a state q can be determined from its set of items
and from the lookahead function LA : K  I !V  . K is the set of states for the recognizer and
I represents the domain of all items that can be constructed from the grammar G. That is, LA
maps each item in a state to its lookahead set.
An item where no symbols appear to the right of the marker (the dot) is called a reduce item.
Any other item, i.e. a non-reduce item, will be called a shift item.
There are di erent methods of constructing the LA function depending on whether we wish
to restrict the class of grammars to the LR(0), SLR(1) or LALR(1) class. These construction
methods will be described below.
If the reduce item I = [A!  ] is a member of the state q, then a reduce action for the rule
A! is performed in state q whenever the input symbol is a member of the set LA(q; I ).
It is a requirement of parsing methods in the LR(k) family that the parsing actions be
uniquely de ned. It is said that state q has a shift-reduce con ict if there is a symbol t such
that NextState(q; t) 6= ; and q contains a reduce item I where t 2 LA(q; I ). Similarly, a state
q has a reduce-reduce con ict if there is a symbol t such that q has two reduce items I1 and I2
where t 2 LA(q; I1 ) \ LA(q; I2 ).
The parser generator is unable to construct deterministic parsing tables when the LR recognizer has con icts. There are three possible approaches to handling a con ict. The rst and
simplest approach is simply to detect and report the con ict as an error. A user-friendly parser
generator should include an example sequence of symbols which illustrates the parsing con ict
in the error report. A second approach is for the parser generator to make an assumption as to
which of the con icting actions is desired by the user. The yacc parser generator [2, 15] adopts
this approach because it resolves con icts based on the order in which production rules have been
entered. Finally, the third and most sophisticated approach is to attempt to analyze the con ict,
tracing paths through the parser states to discover the origin of the con ict. If the con ict occurs
because the grammar is LR(1) and not LALR(1), it is possible to split states and remove the
con ict. This approach is the basis of some LR(1) parser generation methods [18, 19].

4.4.1 LR(0) Lookahead Sets

The lookahead sets are trivially constructed in the LR(0) case. For an item I = [A!  ] and
a state q where I 2 q, we simply use
LA(q; I ) = VT
Checking for con icts is simpli ed if we extend the domain of LA to include shift items. For an
item I = [A!  X ] where I 2 q, we de ne
LA(q; I ) = fX g
Any state containing two reduce items necessarily has a reduce-reduce con ict. Any state q
containing a reduce item I1 and a non-reduce item I2 has a shift-reduce con ict if LA(q; I1 ) \
LA(q; I2 ) 6= ;.
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4.4.2 SLR(1) Lookahead Sets

The SLR(1) method uses a slightly more sophisticated de nition for the lookahead sets. The sets
are computed using a function called FOLLOW. But computation of FOLLOW is facilitated if
the set of all nullable symbols, NULL, and a function called START are also computed.
The set of nullable symbols is formally de ned as
NULL = f X j X )  g
Using NULL, we can determine the nullability of any sentential form.
The set of nullable symbols after a rule addition is closely related to that set beforehand.
Continuing with the convention that primes refer to the grammar G0, the relationship is:
(
[ fB jB ) Lg if 8 i (1  i  n) : Ri 2 NULL
0
NULL = NULL
NULL
otherwise
where the rule L!R1 : : : Rn is added to the grammar G to create G0 . A simple iterative algorithm
based on a worklist of non-terminal symbols that need to be re-checked for nullability can be used
to obtain NULL0 from NULL eciently.
The START function yields the set of starter symbols for a grammar symbol. It is formally
de ned as
START (X ) = f Y j X ) Y g
The FOLLOW function yields the set of symbols that may legally follow a grammar symbol in a
sentential form. It is de ned as
FOLLOW (X ) = f Y j S ) XY g
Methods for computing the START and FOLLOW functions can be found in most books
on compiler construction. The approach given here is based on [10]. The START function can
be found by constructing the Immediate Starters relation for the grammar and then forming
the transitive closure of that relation. If we choose to represent that relation by a matrix IS,
where IS [X; Y ] = true means that symbol X has Y as one of its immediate starters, then the
matrix is de ned as follows. An entry IS [X; Y ] has the value true i the grammar contains a rule
X !Z1 Z2 : : : Zk Y such that 8i (1  i  k) : Zi 2 NULL. All other entries have the value false.
The transitive closure of IS is written as IS  and is de ned by
IS  [X; Z ] = IS [X; Z ] or ( 9Y1 ; Y2 ; :::Yn : IS [X; Y1 ]&IS [Y1 ; Y2 ]&:::&IS [Yn ; Z ] )
There are well-known algorithms for computing the transitive closure of a relation [1, 22]. Ecient
incremental algorithms for transitive closure also exist [23] and would be particularly suitable for
use here. If we form the transitive closure IS  using any of the standard methods, we have
START (X ) = f Y j IS  [X; Y ] = true and Y 2 VT g
Similarly, the FOLLOW function can be computed by rst constructing an Immediate Followers relation and then taking its transitive closure. We de ne the IF matrix so that IF [X; Y ] has
the value true i either (1) the grammar contains a rule Z ! Y Z1 Z2 : : : Zk W and 8i (1  i 
k) : Zi 2 NULL and X 2 START (W ), or (2) the grammar contains a rule X ! Y Z1 Z2 : : : Zk
and 8i (1  i  k) : Zi 2 NULL.
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The transitive closure of IF can be computed, again using standard techniques. We can then
obtain FOLLOW from IF  as follows.
FOLLOW (X ) = f Y j IF  [X; Y ] = true and Y 2 VT g
The formulation of START and FOLLOW in terms of IS  and IF  demonstrates the monotonic nature of the problem. When a new rule L!R1 R2 : : : Rn is added to the grammar, we must
change entries from false to true in the IS and IF matrices. Changes in the reverse direction
cannot occur. For example, if n > 0, the entry IS [L; R1 ] would be set to true. In turn, this
implies changing entries from false to true in transitive closure, IS  , and thus we would have
computed START 0 . Having computed START 0 , we can update IF. For example, when we add
the rule L!R1 R2 : : : Rn and where n > 1, the entries IF [R1 ; x] for x 2 START 0(R2 ) would be
set to true.
An algorithm which works well is to update IS and IF as suggested, and then use an iterative,
worklist-based, approach for updating the transitive closures.
Once we have computed the IF  relation (and thus the FOLLOW function), we can determine
the lookahead sets. According to the SLR(1) approach, we use:
LA(q; [A!  ]) = FOLLOW (A)
And, if we de ne LA for non-reduce items in the same way as for LR(0) parsers, con ict checking
can also be performed in the same way.

4.5 LALR(1) Lookahead Sets

Several methods for computing LALR(1) lookahead sets have been published. Of these, an iterative algorithm due to Aho and Ullman, described in [3, algorithm 4.13] and [8, gure 6.25],
appears to be best suited for conversion to use in an incremental setting. We give a modi ed
version of this algorithm below.
If the existence of some item, I1 , in some state implies the existence of another item, I2 , either
in the same state (through the addition of completion items) or in some other state (through
the state completion process), then the lookahead function applied to I2 yields a set which may
contain symbols determined by I1 . This is called spontaneous generation of lookahead symbols.
In addition, it is possible that the set of lookahead symbols for I2 must include the entire set of
lookahead symbols for I1 . In this case, the symbols are said to propagate from I1 to I2 .
The rules for spontaneous generation of symbols and propagation of symbols in the two possible
settings are as follows.

Case 1 { Completion Items

Suppose that state q contains an item I1 where the marker appears to the left of a nonterminal symbol. That is, I1 has the form [A!  X ]. The state must also contain one
or more completion items with the form [X !  ]. Let I2 be one such item.
The symbols which can follow the righthand-side of I2 must include the symbols which follow
X in item I1 , and the symbols which can follow X in that item must include FIRST ( ),
where FIRST is de ned below. In other words, a 2 FIRST ( ) implies a 2 LA(q; I2 ). In
the terminology of [3], the symbol a is spontantaneously generated (by I1 ) and must appear
in the lookahead set of I2 .
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In addition, if )  and b 2 LA(q; I1 ) then b 2 LA(q; I2 ) must hold. This would be a case
of symbol b propagating from I1 to I2 .

Case 2 { Kernel Items

Suppose that state q1 contains an item I1 with the form [A!  X ]. There must necessarily be another state q2 reached by a transition on symbol X from q1 , where q2 contains a
kernel item with the form [A! X  ]. In such a case, if a 2 LA(q1 ; I1 ) then a 2 LA(q2 ; I2 ).
This is another example of propagation, where symbol a propagates from I1 to I2 .
The FIRST function is a simple extension of START to the domain of sentential forms.
FIRST ( ) = f x j ) x ; x 2 VT g
An alternative de nition which shows how to derive FIRST from START is
(
(X1 ) [ FIRST (X2 : : : Xk ) if X1 2 NULL
FIRST (X1 : : : Xk ) = START
START (X1 )
otherwise
FIRST () = ;
A simple algorithm to determine the lookahead sets can start by initializing all lookahead sets
to empty. Then it can make repeated passes over all items in all states adding spontaneously
generated symbols and propagated symbols to the sets. This iterative procedure can halt when
a pass fails to add any new symbols to any set. (A faster version, and the method used in ilalr,
would use a worklist so that only items whose lookahead sets have changed participate in the next
pass. Entries in the worklist consist of < state; item > pairs.)
The algorithm is appealing because it appears that we can use it incrementally. Updating the
LR(0) recognizer may have added a few items to some states and created a few states containing
new items. Subsequently, we can initialize the lookahead sets of the new items to empty and leave
the lookahead sets of the others alone. Then we can execute the Aho and Ullman algorithm to
determine the lookahead sets for the new items and to propagate lookahead symbols from the
new items to other items. This process will converge much more quickly than performing a full
re-computation of all lookahead sets.
Such an incremental approach would be correct only if lookahead sets cannot lose any symbols
when a new rule is added to the grammar. That is, it would be correct only if lookahead sets
grow monotonically. Unfortunately, the example in Figures 1 and 2 provides a demonstration
that the LALR(1) lookahead sets do not necessarily grow monotonically. In the picture before
the addition of a new rule (Figure 1), the lookahead set for the sole item in state 4 is obtained
by propagating lookahead symbols from the relevant items in states 1 and 2. The lookahead set
for this item, [D!aec  ], is f$S ; $D ; f g, where the symbols $S and $D are the context delimiter
symbols introduced by our incremental algorithms. But in the picture for after the rule addition
(Figure 2), the lookahead sets must be separated. The correct lookahead set for the item in state
4 is now ff g and the lookahead set for the same item in state 40 is f$S ; $D g.
Although the direct method of augmenting the lookahead sets does not work, there are ways
to correct the problem. One way takes advantage of the fact that the iterative algorithm will yield
the correct results if the lookahead sets are initially assigned values which are subsets of their nal
values. This can be achieved if we assign empty lookahead sets to all new items created during
the incremental computation of the LR(0) sets of items and reset the lookahead sets of items in
states which split to empty.
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An alternative strategy, and the approach actually used in ilalr, is to ignore the problem
as long as no con icts are detected. If we assign empty lookahead sets to new items created
during the incremental update of the LR(0) sets of items and if we simply apply the iterative
algorithm to the LR recognizer, some lookahead sets will contain too many symbols. (We note
that lookahead sets computed by this approach will never contain symbols that do not appear in
the SLR(1) lookahead sets.) Occasionally, the over-large sets will cause spurious con icts. But
when any con ict is detected, we simply clear all lookahead sets to empty and re-compute their
correct values with the iterative algorithm. If the con ict still exists after the re-computation, it
is reported to the user as a LALR(1) con ict. If the con ict no longer exists, we can just carry on
as normal. This approach is sensible only if spurious con icts have a low frequency of occurrence.
Fortunately, experience with ilalr indicates that spurious con icts are rare in practice.
It can be proved that the method of computing lookahead sets used in ilalr cannot miss any
potential con icts. One such a proof would begin with the observation that the lookahead set
computation satis es the requirements of a monotone data ow framework [16]. Given a particular
LR(0) collection of states and a particular vocabulary of terminal symbols VT , an element in the
lattice corresponds to an ordered collection of lookahead sets associated with the LR(0) items.
The bottom element, ?, in the lattice corresponds to the case when every lookahead set is empty,
and the top element, >, to the case where every lookahead set is equal to VT . The lattice relation,
, corresponds to a pairwise conjunction of  tests on the lookahead sets for corresponding LR(0)
items.
We assume that the iterative algorithm of Aho and Ullman is already known to be correct. If
the lattice element corresponding to the correct LALR(1) collection of lookahead sets is denoted
by LLALR , then we can write
LLALR = fLA(?)
where fLA is a function that represents the e ect of applying the iterative algorithm to the initial
situation where every lookahead set is empty.
Next, we must establish that fLA is a monotonic function. That is, a  b implies fLA (a) 
fLA(b). This property can be proved in two steps. The rst step is to observe that the iterative
algorithm only ever adds elements to the lookahead sets. The second step is to show that if some
element is added to a lookahead set in one application of fLA then the same element must already
be present or must be added in the other application of fLA.
Once monotonicity has been established, we can see that given any starting con guration of
the lookahead sets, X, it follows from the fact ?  X that fLA (?)  fLA (X ) and, therefore, that
LLALR  fLA(X ). In other words, we are guaranteed that applying the iterative algorithm to
X yields lookahead sets that must be identical to or must be supersets of the correct LALR(1)
lookahead sets. Thus, it is impossible to miss a con ict. The worst that can happen is that we
discover a con ict that would not be present with the true LALR(1) lookahead sets. The strategy
of recomputing correct lookahead sets after a con ict has been detected is therefore necessary and
correct.
The above argument shows that ilalr can begin with lookahead sets that are incorrect and,
yet, still be able to detect con icts correctly. However, the argument has not taken account
of one other feature of the implementation { that the LALR(1) recognizer may contain extra,
unreachable, states. It is necessary to argue that the extra states can only cause additional
elements to be present in the lookahead sets that correspond to items in reachable states. In
other words, the monotonicity property must still hold. The consequence is, again, that spurious
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con icts may be discovered but no con icts can be missed. After a con ict has been found, it is
therefore necessary to remove the unreachable states as well as to recompute the lookahead sets.

5 Decremental Algorithms
Finding reasonably ecient, practical, algorithms to handle deletion of a production rule remains
an area for further research. The incremental parser generator that was implemented does support
rule deletion, but the operation usually takes a little more time than the corresponding rule
addition. The implementation has been oriented towards optimizing the addition of rules. When
a new element is added to a set (such as the set of items in an LR(0) state), no record of why
and when the element has been added is retained. Thus, if we later wish to undo the work,
a considerable amount of re-computation is needed to decide whether this element should be
removed.
When the user decides to delete a rule from the grammar, the change has the following
consequences. First some symbols may have to be removed from NULL. Second, items must be
removed from some item sets in the LR(0) construction and the LR(0) recognizer will lose some
states. Third, many lookahead sets are also likely to lose members.
We will brie y review what needs to be done. To start with, updating the augmented grammar
to remove a production rule is relatively easy. If the rule being deleted is L!R1 : : : Rn and this
rule is the only rule where L appears on the left-hand side, we would also have to remove the
production rule S^!$L L $L from G and change the status of L from non-terminal to terminal.
When updating the LR(0) recognizer, we can use a technique similar to that employed when
adding a rule to the grammar. This involves nding items based on the deleted production rule
and removing them from the sets of items. However, these items may have caused completion
items to be included and these completion items must be removed too. If L!R1 : : : Rn is the rule
to be deleted, we can precompute the set of all items based on the deleted rule:
DeleteItems = fL!R1 : : : Rj  Rj+1 : : : Rn j 0  j  n g
And we can also precompute its closure:
AllDeleteItems = ItemClosure(DeleteItems)
This second set includes all items which must be removed from the item sets plus all other items
which might have to be removed.
We now de ne a mapping function for item sets of the form
DelMap(IS ) = ItemClosure(IS , AllDeleteItems)
where `,' denotes set di erence. Removing all the items in the AllDeleteItems set may remove too
many completion items and therefore we have to return some completion items to the set. The
mapping process is, in general, a many-to-one mapping and therefore it will normally reduce the
number of states in the LR(0) recognizer. In spite of the mapping reducing the number of states,
it may still leave unreachable states in the recognizer. These should be removed by applying the
reachability analysis technique described earlier. In addition, we may have to delete states that
have kernel items based on the rule S^!$L L $L .
Construction of the lookahead sets is best accomplished by performing a total recomputation.
That is, all lookahead sets are cleared to empty sets and the iterative algorithm is applied.
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However, a complete recomputation can be safely deferred until there is an apparent con ict or
until the nal version of the parse tables must be output. The correctness arguments given in the
preceding section apply here too and prove that no con icts can be missed by this approach.

6 Worst Case Complexity
A natural question to ask is \how long can it take to update the parser tables after the addition or
deletion of one production rule using the algorithms described in this paper?" We will demonstrate
that the problem has exponential worst-case time complexity and therefore no algorithm that is
ecient in the worst-case can exist. The demonstration is based on the following grammar1 which
contains 2n + 2 productions.
S0 ! a S0 j b S0
S0 ! c S1

S1 ! a S2 j
S2 ! a S3 j
S3 ! a S4 j
: : :
Sn,1 ! a Sn j

b S2
b S3
b S4
b Sn

Sn ! d
The LR(0) construction algorithm applied to this grammar generates a recognizer with 4n + 6
states.
Suppose, now, that the production rule
S0 ! a S1
is added to the grammar. The extra rule causes the number of states in the LR(0) recognizer to
be increased to 2n + 4n + 6 states.
Therefore, the unfortunate implication is that any algorithm for incrementally updating the
LR parse tables must be prepared to create an exponential number of states when processing
a single rule addition. Therefore both the time and space cost are exponential in the size of
the grammar. (The amended grammar also illustrates that even a non-incremental LR(0) parser
generator has exponential worst-case time and space complexity.)
The example grammar is constructed in such a way that it illustrates another interesting
property. Suppose that we add yet one more production
S0 ! b S1
Surprisingly, this addition causes the number of states in the LR(0) recognizer to be reduced to
6n + 7. Now, consider what happens if this last rule is deleted. We would observe the number of
LR(0) states to increase from 6n +7 to 2n +4n +6. In other words, this example demonstrates that
an incremental algorithm for rule deletion must also have exponential time and space complexity.
1

The grammar was constructed by Alan Demers.
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GRAMMAR
PL/0 Pascal XPL
C Oberon Ada
Total CPU time
0.3
2.0 2.7 10.9
2.1 23.6
Average time per rule
0.005 0.009 0.02 0.04 0.008 0.05
Maximum time for one rule
0.02 0.05 0.16 3.72
0.04 0.8
Total CPU time used by yacc
0.3
1.2 1.0 3.8
1.4 11.5

Note: All times are in seconds and were measured on a SUN SparcStation I workstation.

Table 1: Timing Measurements

7 Practical Experience
The techniques described in this paper have been used in an experimental implementation called
ilalr. It is a fully interactive incremental generator of LALR(1) parsers. Because the human
interface was not the main focus of the research e ort, input commands have a simple line-oriented
structure. Ilalr has been designed to create parsers that link with lexical analyzers generated by
another interactive tool, MkScan [14], as well as by lex [17]. There should be little diculty in
interfacing with lexical analyzers from other sources.
As the timing measurements in Table 1 show, the speed of execution of ilalr appears to
be adequate for interactive use. For example, a grammar for the C language containing 219
production rules requires about 11 seconds of CPU time to process on a SUN Sparcstation I
workstation { or an average of 0.04 CPU seconds per production. In comparison, the yacc parser
generator [15] requires a little under 4 CPU seconds for the identical grammar. Considering
that ilalr actually creates 219 di erent LALR(1) recognizers in the course of its execution and
checks that each one is free from con icts, the three to one speed ratio is surprisingly good. (The
performance ratio for the other sample grammars was less.) In any event, the implementation
easily keeps up with the rate at which new production rules can be entered by a human. The
alternative approach of re-running a non-incremental parser generator like yacc after each rule
addition would not be competitive.
The actual amount of processing time needed for processing one rule addition varies quite
widely. The third row in table 1 shows the worst case for each grammar { the actual time for the
rule that required the most processing. These maximum times depend strongly on the order in
which the production rules are presented to ilalr. In the case of the C grammar, the maximum
time was observed for the last rule in the group of rules that describe the structure of expressions.
The expression operators of C, and the corresponding production rules, are organized into 15
precedence levels. Changes to the grammar of expressions for the lowest precedence level cause
an avalanche of changes to the recognizer states and to lookahead sets across all the precedence
levels.
Although there is considerable variation in the processing time requirements for successive rule
additions, there is a general trend toward increased times as the grammar grows larger. Figure
3 shows the growth trend for the largest grammar in the collection, the Ada grammar. To make
the data easier to read, the times are reported as a bar graph where each column represents the
average processing time (in CPU seconds) over 10 consecutive rule additions. That is, the rst
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Note: The times were measured on a SUN SparcStation I workstation.

Figure 3: Time for Rule Addition versus Grammar Size
Number of
PL/0 Pascal
Productions
40
164
Accessible states
129
518
Inaccessible states
90
111
LR(0) states
84
296
States after optimization
55
161

GRAMMAR
XPL C Oberon Ada
109 219
181 399
345 624
588 1140
80 140
46 302
187 338
306 811
99 168
171 480

Table 2: Statistics for Some Sample Grammars
column corresponds to the average time over productions 1 through 10, the second column over
productions 11 through 20, and so on.
Two heuristics were used to improve the speed of the implementation. One heuristic was
to avoid running the garbage collection algorithm unless absolutely necessary. In fact it is only
executed in ilalr when a (possibly spurious) con ict is detected and, also, immediately prior to
construction of the nal form of the parser tables. This heuristic could lose more CPU time than
it gains if the proportion of unreachable states becomes too high. However, the data in Table
2 indicate that the proportion of unreachable states grows to only 21% for the largest grammar
tested. (A more complete description of the numbers appearing in Table 2 is given below.)
The alternative strategy of performing a garbage collection after every rule addition causes an
approximate doubling of the CPU time requirements for these grammars.
A second heuristic was used to reduce the computational expense of computing LALR(1)
lookahead sets. Ilalr normally computes sets that may contain extra symbols { only performing
the proper computation after a con ict is discovered in some state (and also immediately before
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GRAMMAR
Percentage of
PL/0 Pascal XPL
C Oberon Ada
Modi ed states
8.80 1.61 6.83 1.56
1.19 1.34
Missing states
4.23 0.87 1.41 0.72
0.69 0.45
Super uous states 1.33 0.19 0.39 0.18
0.09 0.11
Table 3: Ecacy of State Updating Heuristic
constructing the nal form of the parser tables). If the frequency of spurious con icts is too high,
the heuristic could cause a net loss of CPU time. However, it turns out that none of the sample
grammars causes a spurious con ict, even though ve of the six grammars are not SLR(1). In
fact, we have only been able to trigger a spurious con ict and its concomitant recomputation of
lookahead sets by using specially constructed grammars.
Table 2 shows four di erent numbers for the number of states generated in the LR(0) recognizer. The rst number is the total number of reachable states in the recognizer for the augmented
grammar (where the start symbol is the super-goal S^). The second number is the total number of
unreachable states that are also created as a result of our approximate algorithm for determining
the set of LR(0) states. The third number is the number of states in the LALR(1) parser that
should be output by ilalr after the user has speci ed the true start symbol. The fourth number
is the number of states in an optimized LR parser that is actually output by ilalr. A simple optimization of eliminating states that contain only a unique reduce action and combining the reduce
action with the shift action in the predecessor state is performed. This optimization is easy to
perform, it eliminates a high proportion of states, and (unlike most other parse table compaction
techniques) does not reduce the execution eciency of the generated parser[5].
The algorithm for updating the LR(0) sets of items after the addition of a new production was
based on a heuristic. This heuristic performs a simple mapping process to change each set in the
original LR(0) recognizer into a new set that is likely to be needed in the new LR(0) recognizer.
Some data to support the ecacy of the heuristic appears in Table 3. The rst row shows the
percentage of states whose sets of items are actually modi ed by the mapping process. The
second row shows the percentage of new states added by the subsequent State Closure process.
The third row shows the percentage of super uous states after the mapping process (states which
are created by the mapping algorithm but are not actually needed). The proportion of super uous
states ranges from a miniscule 0.1% to 1.3%, depending on the grammar. Another way of looking
at the statistic is to compare the third row of the table with the rst row. This shows that between
6% and 15% of the states modi ed by the mapping process are not needed.

8 Conclusions and Further Work
Practical algorithms for incremental analysis of grammars and for incremental generation of LR(0),
SLR(1) and LALR(1) recognizers have been presented. Compiler construction tools based on
these algorithms would help compiler writers develop suitable grammars and might also permit
the incremental construction of compilers.
Although the worst-case execution times of the algorithms are poor, practical experience shows
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that they work well. A possibility that might reduce expected execution time requirements even
further would be to incorporate an ecient incremental transitive closure algorithm[23]. There
is, of course, no hope for such an algorithm improving the worst-case time complexity of the
problem. The transitive closure algorithms are ecient only for the case when a single edge is
added or deleted from a graph. As section 6 in this paper demonstrates, the number of edges that
must be added or deleted from the state graph of the LR(0) recognizer can be exponential in the
size of the grammar.
It would be nice to give a proper comparison between the speeds of our implementation
and Fischer's implementation[9], but only a meaningless comparison seems possible. Using our
implementation, the time needed to process the 109 productions of the XPL grammar is 2.7 CPU
seconds on a SUN SparcStation I workstation, for an average of 0.024 CPU seconds per production.
Fischer's implementation applied to the same grammar used an average of 1.8 CPU seconds per
production on a Siemens 7.748 computer (which he describes as being nearly half as fast as an
IBM 370/158). We cannot conclude whose algorithms and techniques are faster from this data. A
person who uses an incremental parser generator to help design a new grammar would, however,
notice a major di erence in use between our tool and Fischer's. Our tool automatically performs
the maximum possible checking and the maximum possible table generation on an incomplete
grammar. However, Fischer's techniques only used production rules when they became usable
in a derivation that starts from the goal symbol. If the grammar contains ambiguities, our tool
will always report this fact at the earliest possible moment, whereas this would not be true of
Fischer's parser generator.
We note that incremental generation of LL(1) parsing tables can be performed relatively easily
because these tables are constructed using FIRST and FOLLOW functions. The incremental
construction of these functions has been described under the SLR(1) parsing method.
More work remains to be done before an interactive parser generator is included in our Compiler Writer's Workbench. Most importantly, the current, line-oriented, interface of ilalr should
be replaced by a more sophisticated, full-screen interface. The nal product, which will be called
MkParse, will also have facilities to exchange information automatically with the other compiler
development tools. Such exchanges of information can help eliminate interfacing errors between
the compiler phases and help eliminate any need for the user to re-enter information.
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Incremental Generation of LR Parsers
R. Nigel Horspool

Summary
Developers of software systems have support tools which allow the system to be eciently rebuilt
after an addition or a change to the system source code. The analogous tools for compiler
developers do not yet exist.
One tool which a compiler development environment will need is an incremental generator of
parsers. Given a small change to a grammar speci cation, the tool will incrementally re-build the
parser tables and report any problems with the modi ed grammar. If the tool can process changes
suciently fast, it would be usable as an interactive program for both debugging and developing
grammars. Existing, non-incremental, parser generators are too slow to permit interactive editing
of a grammar speci cation.
Although the worst-case time complexity of processing a change to a grammar is poor, it
is possible to develop algorithms that work well in practice. The algorithms described in this
paper are based on two basic techniques. One is the use of worklists to drive iterative algorithms.
The other is an application of lazy evaluation { deferring work until it becomes necessary. An
interactive, incremental LALR(1) parser generator that uses the algorithms has been developed
and is shown to give highly acceptable performance.
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